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Anchors Aweigh
`TITANIC`
An unmanned submersible will descend nearly 2.5 miles to bottom of the Atlantic ocean to get a radio
Associated Press
Hidden treasures will be taken from inside
the wreck of RMS Titanic for the first time
after the US government and leading
British archaeologists were defeated in a
landmark court case. In an order released in
mid April, a US judge granted permission
for a salvage firm to cut into the vessel and
retrieve a Marconi wireless set known as
the "voice of Titanic."
The Titanic was traveling from England to
New York when it struck an iceberg and
sank in 1912, killing all but about 700 of
the 2,208 passengers and crew. RMS Titanic
Inc, the US salvage firm behind the plans,
which recently emerged from bankruptcy,
has said it plans to exhibit the telegraph
with stories of the men who tapped out
distress calls to nearby ships “until seawater
was literally lapping at their feet”. “The
brief transmissions sent among those ships’
wireless operators, staccato bursts of information and emotion, tell the story of Titanic’s desperate fate that night:
the confusion, chaos, panic, futility and fear,” the company wrote in court filings.
RMS Titanic Inc is the court recognised salvor, or steward, of the Titanic’s artefacts, and has brought up thousands
of items from the seabed around the wreck over the past 20 years. It submitted a 60-page plan to retrieve the
telegraph, which is believed to still sit in a deck house near the doomed ocean liner’s grand staircase. The
company said an unmanned submersible would descend nearly 2.5 miles to the bottom of the North Atlantic, then
slip through a skylight or cut the heavily corroded roof in order to retrieve the radio. A “suction dredge” would
remove silt while manipulator arms could cut electrical cords, it said. The proposed expedition has been
controversial among some archaeological and preservation experts, and the firm may face more legal battles.
The US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (Noaa), which represents the public’s interest in the
wreck site, fiercely opposes the mission. It argued in court documents the telegraph is likely to be surrounded “by
the mortal remains of more than 1,500 people”, and should be left alone. But in an order on Monday, US district
judge Rebecca Beach Smith agreed that the telegraph is historically and culturally important and could soon be
lost within the rapidly decaying wreck site.
Smith wrote that recovering the telegraph “will contribute to the legacy left by the indelible loss of the Titanic,
those who survived, and those who gave their lives in the sinking”. Smith is the maritime jurist who presides over
Titanic salvage matters from a federal court in Norfolk. Her ruling modifies a previous judge’s order from 2000
that forbids cutting into the shipwreck or detaching any part of it. Noaa says the expedition is prohibited under
federal law and an international agreement between the United States and the United Kingdom. Smith
acknowledged Noaa’s arguments, but said the only matter before the court was the previous order.
***************
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`Meanderings`
Had our first instance of Corona virus within the Association, Brian Ribbans our Vindi member in the UK, his
Nephew Trevor died on Sunday the 3rd of April. Trevor was an accountant and was working from home, when a
cough developed and within days was rushed in to hospital, despite intensive care and on a ventilator, he contracted
pneumonia. Trevor was only 54, as we were informed by our member Brian Ribbans within 24 hours of his passing,
we immediately sent our condolences as his Mum and Dad, Eddie and Dolores had stayed with us at Tumbulgum.
Peter Wilson in rehab at Murwillumbah, one of those hiding their light under a bushel, In early April he was rushed
in to hospital, imagine this he was taken in to hospital with Shingles on the head, which of course caused severe Pain
and headaches, can you imagine it, I only know of people who have had it on their chest and in my case around my
waist, it makes the eyes water thinking about it. Evidently it is not Peter’s first brush with this dreaded disease, I’m
glad to say Peter is now recovering at home but still under Medication.
Bevan Savage, had part of his prostate removed, going well, his hand bag will be disconnected before we go to air,
his first operation on his hip is also recovering well. Would you believe Bevan lost 15 kg’s during this very serious
hospitalisation lasting several weeks. Paula is beginning to fatten him up and he is getting back to his normal cheeky
self.
Graham Moon our Treasurer and his buddy committee member Doug Marshall, had their cruise cancelled, it was to
celebrate Doug’s ninetieth birthday in May, luckily all insured, “Tours and Flights” were refunded, and the cruise
has been deferred till December 2021 at 125% of original value. Graham Moon, was also in hospital over the last
weekend in April, taken in by ambulance after collapsing working on a fence round his pool initially thought to be a
stroke but evidently not, high blood pressure low heart rate, still thinks he’s 35 not 75. What’s the saying “only fools
etc.”
Mathew Wilson, our youngest member is filling in his down time by
helping out feeding the homeless, has been doing this for many
months despite the venues being changed as the laws allow, and says
“it is very rewarding and humbling.” He occasionally meets up with
our ex member the Bosun, doing the same work.
Unable to get up to clean the Monument, at the Police roadblock,
despite having a valid pass, the Constable decided it wasn’t essential,
will try another time and hope I meet a more understanding Officer.
Actually as we live on the border we can download a pass with a big
“A” on it, this we display on our windshield and it allows us through
the road block without stopping, this I did with Eileen taking her out
for a drive, good job we did as the Monument had a couple of large poos, it was 3 weeks since we had been up there.
As we didn’t have a Service at the Monument this year on ANZAC Day it turned out it was not practicable to raise
the flags, it meant we would have had to visit the Monument three times, raise flags to half-mast initially at dawn, at
midday raise to full mast, then at sunset lower them, just a bit beyond my capabilities I’m afraid. So Eileen and I
went down to the RSL Monument in Chris Cunningham Park, where we normally hold the ANZAC march service
and placed our MN wreath on the MN plaque, it was gratifying to see that the whole wall was covered in wreaths.
Will Bonner a 93 year old Vindi Boy from Canada made contact with us via Jack Secker our ex Secretary, wow has
he had an interesting life, even lived in Australia for a while, I’ve put him touch with a couple of the lads who use
Skype.
To while away a few hours go on to his web site, it’s fascinating. www.agentorspy.com it looks to me as one of his
German POW mates in Canada was possibly transported to Canada on the Queen Elizabeth the same time as Walter
Backhouse our ex member who passed away
in December, who was a crew member, having
joined her in Sydney in 1942. Coincidences
are a strange bed fellow.
On a personal note I’m struggling a bit myself
at the moment, four months or so ago I was
diagnosed with wet macular degeneration in
the right eye which necessitated monthly
injections in to the eye, slight improvement to
the wet part, but eyesight has deteriorated with
continuing treatment. I can’t go to get new
glasses obviously, so working on the computer
is limited to an hour or so then more eye drops
and a short break, eventually glasses will fix
the problem. It won’t be long now before our
next meeting, ship ahoy…….
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Each year on May 22, the United States celebrates National Maritime in honour of
the U.S. Merchant Marine and the critical role of the nation’s maritime industry.
National Maritime Day was first declared by Congress in 1933 to commemorate the
American steamship Savannah’s voyage across the Atlantic, quietly sparking a new age
of maritime travel and transport. With WWII, the day took on special significance when
around 250,000 members of United States Merchant Marine participated in transporting
necessary supplies and services to troops abroad, all while suffering an extraordinarily high casualty rate. According
to the Maritime Administration, more than 6,700 American merchant mariners lost their lives in the War, with
hundreds being detained as prisoners of war and more than 800 U.S. merchant ships being sunk or damaged.

Lost wreck Found
The wreck of an Australian freighter sunk during
World War II with the loss of 32 lives has been found
off the NSW coast. Archaeologists from Heritage
NSW confirmed the wreck of the SS Wollongbar II
was laying off Crescent Head on the state’s Mid
North Coast after it was reported by the local fishing
industry.
In 1943 two torpedoes fired by the Japanese
submarine I-180 slammed into the coastal freighter
killing 32 people. “The ship sank in minutes with
only five crew surviving the attack,” said NSW
Acting Minister for Veterans Geoff Lee. The SS
Wollongbar II was one of many vessels lost to enemy
assault along the eastern coastline during World War
II. “We have just commemorated our brave veterans on Anzac Day but it’s also important to remember the toll of
war for everyday Australians,” said Mr Lee.
“This secret has been hidden at the bottom of the deep sea for decades and the find will give some closure for
descendants and relatives of the 32 people who lost their lives.” “The Crescent Head and Port Macquarie fishing
industry cooperated brilliantly to help solve this mystery and I want to congratulate Heritage NSW for its important
leadership,” said Ms Pavey. When the vessel sank, it was carrying boxes of butter and bacon which eventually
washed up on the shore. After they were discovered by local residents - who were subjected to wartime food
rationing - cake making flourished.
The location of the SS Wollongbar II wreck has been a mystery for decades after the vessel was sunk in World War
II. Director of heritage operations at Heritage NSW Tim Smith said the discovery should reveal some amazing
stories. “We want relatives of those who sailed on the SS Wollongbar II to get in contact, so we can share findings of
the survey conducted by our archaeologists,” he said.

How Australia ignored the 250th anniversary of
Captain Cook's landing
Captain James Cook was one of the greatest navigators and seafarers the
world has ever seen. But the man who in 1770 claimed the east coast of
Australia for Great Britain is now viewed by some as a white invading
imperialist. Cook is no longer considered to have 'discovered' a continent
which already had 60,000 years of Aboriginal history. Statues of the explorer
are regularly vandalised in capital cities.
The cartographer mapped large parts of the world including Australia's east
coast and New Zealand's North and South Islands on his 1768-1771 voyage
of discovery in His Majesty's Bark Endeavour. On the 29th April the nation
marked the 250th anniversary of Cook's arrival in what is now Sydney with
no fanfare, due to indifference and COVID-19. There were no re-enactments
and a voyage around Australia by a replica Endeavour has been suspended
indefinitely.
Social distancing rules mean there have not even been the widespread protests
that marked the bicentenary in 1970. Many Australians - particularly those
with Aboriginal heritage - seem in no rush to salute a man often described as
a white invading British imperialist.
-More of Cpt Cook and the Endeavour next issue3

Type XXI U-Boat (last)
Diesel-Electric Attack Submarine
The Type XXI diesel-electric U-boat of
World War 2 was ground-breaking by any
measure but it was ultimately doomed by
the wartime conditions suffered by
Germany heading into 1945.
The Type XXI series of U-boats developed
by the German Navy during World War 2
(1939-1945) were revolutionary on many
levels and were looked upon by the service
as its war-winning design - intended to take
back control of the vital Atlantic Theater.
The submarine became the first to operate
faster under water than on it and opened
the doors to a new chapter in submarine
warfare and design - one that would set the
roots of submarine work in the Cold War

Bremerhaven U-Boat-Museumperiod (1947-1991).

The Type XXI was designed specifically for lengthy submerged operation and this centered on high-powered electrical
machinery with density cells built directly into the hull. This allowed the boats to produce more power submerged than
the vessel could create when on the surface - a decided advantage when compared to the diesel-electric-powered
counterparts of the day with their closed-cycle turbine engines. Due to its heavily-dependent electric design, the Type
XXI series was also known as the “Elektroboot” (“Electronic Boat”).
German Admiral Karl Donitz worked with his staff to plan for the advanced Type XXI to become the new working
backbone of the German submarine fleet - such was the challenge laying ahead for the design. Germany had been at
war since September of 1939 and the foundation for the new class was laid down in November 1942 as Donitz met
with engineers in Paris, France with the end-goal of devising an all-new, more powerful attack submarine to supersede
the Type IIC class boats in both capability and performance. With this in mind, thought turned to design work being
led by Dr. Walter Hellmuth but his submarine was so advanced that it would prove impractical to design, develop and
construct under wartime so it was decided that his hull work could be applied to an interim boat design which could
immediately be set in motion and be placed in the hands of German submariners in as little time as possible.
The original tear-drop-shaped hull was mated to a conventional mixed (diesel-electric) propulsion system and this
structure incorporated extensive streamlining. Internally, the pressurized hull utilized figure-eight cross-section and the
upper reaches were given a greater span than the lower. Externally, the dive planes were made retractable and only
brought into play when needed. The powerpack lay at the rear of the boat with the torpedo room in the bow. The center
-section would be reserved for the command center and crew areas. Aboard would be up to 57 crewmen and such
creature comforts as a improved berthing, showers, integrated air recycling and air conditioning systems and freezer
storage spaces for food.
One of the biggest changes to German submarine design in the Type XXI was the streamlining of the sail - gone were
the many protrusions and platforms common to submarines of the period and, in its place, was erected a low-profile
sail set over midships. All of the usual protrusions (periscopes, snorkel, antenna) were contained at the top of the sail
with the snorkel being of particular note for it utilized a double-tube form with valves in place to allow the scope to be
raised above the water line with the boat completely submerged - in turn allowing the boat to maintain its stealthy
advantage while still expelling dangerous CO2 gasses as it lay near (not at) the surface of the water. The valves also
worked to keep seawater from coming into the scope but the danger still lay in the valve shutting unnoticed - as the
diesel would continue to operate if left unchecked and potentially kill the crew in the process of drawing on the
internal air of the submarine.
Instead of the deck guns common to attack boats of the war, the Type XXI would rely on a pair of Anti-Aircraft (AA)
turrets (2 x 20mm) were fitted to the forward and aft facings of the conning tower. Both were remotely-controlled from
within the boat, no longer requiring the gunnery crew to be exposed to the elements to fend off aerial attackers (the
greatest threat to a World War 2 submarine). No traditional deck gun was fitted per se though the tower was originally
intended to carry a 30mm cannon for surface work.
The boat was given an emergency steering mechanism in its aft-end which acted as insurance should the main steering
compartment be compromised in some way. Installed radar comprised of two working parts (along with their subparts): an FuMB Ant 3 Ball radar detector (coupled with an antenna fitting) and a FuMO 65 Hohentwiel U1 radar with
a Type F432 D2 series transmitter device. The passive component of the sonar installation was the Gruppenhorchgerat
(GHG) passive sonar which was installed at the keel. The active component became the advanced “UnterwasserOrtungsgerat Nibelung” non-line-of-sight system.
At the bow was the torpedo room worked in conjunction with the sonar fit as it was to receive targeting data from the
sonar room with the data inputted into the new Lageunabhangiger Torpedo. A semi-automatic hydraulic system was
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intended to aid the crew in the reloading of the torpedoes
- providing a reload time of just 20 minutes to fire three
salvos of six torpedoes each. The older U-boats required
about ten minutes just to load a single torpedo(!) The
boat’s kill probability was therefore quite high for its
time as few vessels (if any) could react in time to such
an attack. The boat was armed with 6 x 533mm torpedo
tubes, all bow-facing, and carried up to 23 reloads
though this total could be reduced to make room for
TMC naval mines. The boat had no rear-facing torpedo
tubes which was common practice for period
submarines.

until late-July. Even then there stood the challenge of
properly training crews and the mechanical components
proved themselves unreliable. Furthermore there was the
issue of the Allied bombing campaign which wreaked
havoc on German war-production facilities - including
submarine facilities building the Type XXI. Final
assembly of the Type XXI submarine was handled by
the German concerns of Blohm & Voss, AG Weser and
F. Schichau shipyards.
The target production goal was to have some 1,500
examples in service - a number which no doubt would
have devastated Allied navy and marine efforts in the
region - and a target production goal of three submarines
per week was envisioned, again aided by the boat’s
modular design.

As it stood, the Type XXI design was becoming into a
very stealthy underwater beast. Its powerplant involved
2 x MAN M6V40/46KBB 6-cylinder supercharged
diesel-fueled engines developing 3,900 horsepower for
surface-running and 2 x SSW GU365/30 double-acting
electric (“crawling”) motors offering 4,900 horsepower.
For silent running, the boat relied on 2 x SSW
GV232/28 electric motors but could manage just 5.5
knots in this mode. The battery pack constituted a 62cell 2 x 21 MAL 740 series fit. The collective propulsion
scheme made the Type XXI faster submerged than on
the surface where it could reach 17.2 knots and 15.7
knots (respectively). Operational range was also of note,
the boats able to reach out to 15,500 nautical miles
(when traveling at a consistent speed of 10 knots).

Viable strength for the class was not reached until the
end of 1944 and, by this time, much ground was already
lost by the German Navy. Heading into 1945, there
stood about sixty-two Type XXI submarines but these
could seldom be viewed as combat-ready for there was
still work to be done. By the end of hostilities in May
1945, the German Navy could claim just four active
Type XXIs - hardly enough to make a difference in the
outcome of the war. Only U-2511 and U-3008
conducted actual war patrols but neither ever claimed
any Allied tonnage. The vast fleet of Type XXIs never
materialized for Donitz and much of the promising
technology making up the boats fell into Allied hands,
providing the impetus for a global revolution in
submarine design that led into the Cold War period.

Like any diesel-electric boat, the Type XXI was still
required to charge its batteries (and expel dangerous
CO2 gasses) by surfacing which made any boat of the
period highly-susceptible to attack by the enemy.
However, the ingenious snorkel design alleviated this
some as it kept the boat submerged and allowed the
battery pack to be recharged in as little as four hours
every few days.
As built, the basic boat has a surfaced displacement of
1,620 tons and a submerged displacement of 1,820 tons.
Dimensions included a length of 251.7 feet, a beam of
26.2 feet and a draught of 20.8 feet.

The Type XXI U-boat series began with U-2501 and
ended with the U-3530. Two major variants were
ultimately proposed in the “Type XXIB” and “Type
XXIC” models with the former having an increased
number of torpedo tubes to twelve while the latter would
have seen its torpedo tubes increased to a an optimistic
eighteen. The increase in forward armament would have
no doubt necessitated the lengthening of the hull. In the
end, however, neither form was evolved.

The Type XXI was revolutionary in its design in many
ways - it ran quieter than anything else in the water, was
able to achieve greater depths and could range out
farther than anything seen prior. In addition to this,
performance was excellent and firepower was more than
satisfactory. Its importance to the German cause was
such that construction was immediately switched from
the current Type VII boats to the untested Type XXI
boats in the middle part of 1943. No prototype was
ordered of the new Type XXI to help prove certain
design components sound and this came back to haunt
the program by war’s end.

Some Type XXIs saw service after the war, and these
being spoils of war at that. France commissioned U2518 as “Roland Morillot” and this boat served into
1967 before being scrapped. The Soviet Union received
four boats of the class and these became B-27, B-28, B29 and B-30 in Soviet Navy Service. U-3017 fell to the
British who resurrected it as HMS N41 to serve in the
research role (it operated until late-1949). The United
States received U-2513 and U-3008 and this pair was
tested extensively in operating conditions around the
Atlantic. The former was later sunk as a target in 1951
and the latter was scrapped in 1956.

Another of the revolutionary traits of the Type XXI was
in its construction process - eight separate sections,
constituting the hull, were built prior to final assembly.
This aided in production but complicated delivery and
ensuring that certain tolerances were met (precision was
key in hull construction for obvious reasons). As such,
the manufacturing process involved over thirty German
companies and required eleven total yards before the
hull sections could even be joined. The German Navy
moved ahead an contracted for 118 of the boats from
1943 into 1945 with the initial target delivery date set in
April 1944 - but this was without the benefits of testing
an active prototype so actual deliveries did not occur

All of these navies benefitted immensely from the work
the Germans had done (and were attempting to do). The
American GUPPY modernization program was a direct
result of the capture of the German technology in the
post-war period. Likewise, several Soviet Navy
submarine classes were directly influenced by their
experience with the German boat - such was the legacy
of the Type XXI. Only U-2540 (Wilhelm Bauer) was
preserved as a museum ship, its location at
Bremerhaven.
After this came the US and Soviet nuclear subs using
much of the German design.
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Benson Ford

It’s hard not to do a double take when you see this ship beached precariously on a rocky shore on Lake Erie,
emerging from a woodland forest. the Benson Ford spent its seafaring days as a cargo ship for the Ford Motor
Company, hauling coal and iron ore across the Great Lakes, and upon its retirement in 1981, was left to rust for four
years before the front half was removed, sailed to a small island in western Lake Erie, perched on a cliff, and
converted into a holiday home. With a lounge designed by Henry Ford himself, it’s probably safe to say this baby
blows all other house boats out of the water, despite the fact that it’s no longer seaworthy.
After a failed attempt to turn it into a hotel, the original owner of this ship-house sold it to a father and son in 1992,
who modernised it with a garage, a game room, bar, state-of-the-art kitchen and four bathrooms.
Built to transport iron ore, coal and related materials across the Great Lakes for the growing auto company’s
furnaces, the ship was built by Great Lakes Engineering, Ecorse, Mich., and was launched April 26, 1924.
Decommissioned in 1981, the entire forward superstructure of the boat, including the forecastle deck, was separated
and removed in July, 1986. Transported by barge to South Bass Island, the 62’ X 59’ foot section became a 7,000
square foot, four story, summer home for the then owner and his family. The home included the walnut panelled
state rooms, dining room, galley, and passenger lounge designed by Henry Ford for his own pleasure while
traversing the Great Lakes on business. The home has to be the ultimate sea voyage for those who suffer from
motion sickness – all the views and ambience with none of the rocking….
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City of Adelaide
It has been several years in the making, but the 19th-century
merchant ship City of Adelaide has finally made its last
voyage to a permanent location at Port Adelaide.
City of Adelaide has been moved to its permanent home after
being left to rot for many years in Scotland. The ship, built in
1864, and transported 22,000 kilometres to Australia in 2014
To be dry-docked and restored to feature as part of a housing
development
The 1864 the clipper made 23 voyages from England to
South Australia and was among the fastest ships on the route,
bringing migrants and goods to the fledgling colony until
1887. It had been lying derelict in Scotland for decades until
a hard-fought campaign by enthusiasts had it partially restored, fumigated, and transported 22,000 kilometres to
Adelaide on a barge in 2014. Since then, City of Adelaide sat on a barge in Port Adelaide, from where further
restoration and tours have taken place, without a permanent home.
That is until a decision was made to transport it to Dock Two, where it will eventually be dry-docked as part of a
village development. Peter Christopher, from the City of Adelaide Preservation Trust, said it was the last time a
vessel built in the 19th century would be seen “actually moving on the water”.
“This and the [1869] Cutty Sark are the only two remaining vessels of its kind left in the world today,” he told ABC
Radio Adelaide. “This ship was built in 1864, and to think here we are, 155 years later, and it’s moving on the water
again, is quite incredible.” Clippers were built and rigged for speed, with both City of Adelaide and Cutty Sark (drydocked in London) of composite construction — iron
frames with a timber hull. The trust estimated 250,000
Australians could trace their ancestry to voyages on
City of Adelaide, which could sail from London to
Adelaide in 65 days — a record at the time.
“The move to get it here has been enormous,” Mr
Christopher said. “The behind-the-scenes engineering,
planning and everything else involved, it’s all come off
beautifully. “It’s fantastic to see it here and to know
that it’s living history and the community will be able
to come here and view it and go through it.”
City of Adelaide was renamed HMS Carrick in the
1920s and used as a navy training ship in Scotland
where it was left to rot, before Prince Phillip bestowed
its original name in a London ceremony in 2013.

World’s Largest Containership to Start Sailing at the End of April
The delivery of 24,000 TEU containerships to South Korean shipping company HMM will not be delayed by the
ongoing impact of the coronavirus pandemic on the shipbuilding industry. The giant containerships, the largest ones
in the world, were set to start their sequential delivery this month coinciding with the company’s entry into a new
containership alliance – THE Alliance.
The ships are undergoing final touches at the Korean shipyards Samsung Heavy Industries and Daewoo Shipbuilding
& Marine Engineering (DSME). “The very first one will be deployed in the Asia-North Europe trade lane from the
end of April, and then, the others are supposed to be sequentially delivered until September this year,” a company
spokesperson confirmed to World Maritime News.
Commenting on the official start of the HMM’s membership in the new alliance at this challenging time for the
container shipping industry and yesterday’s announcement about void sailings, HMM said the move was aligned
with the unfavourable market situation.
“HMM strives to flexibly respond to the unfavorable market situation, particularly, sharp reduction in demand,
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic which has remained widespread all over the globe,” the company said. “The
contingency plan at THE Alliance level has been established and will be implemented accordingly.
“HMM is no exception to this plan. THE Alliance members will closely collaborate to cope with market fluctuation
effectively. The company recently announced that it was not using the name ‘Hyundai Merchant Marine’ as its
official corporate name and brand, as of April 1, 2020, replacing it with HMM as its official name.
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After the story in the last issue of this newsletter much was mentioned of the Macquarie light house at South
Heads, Sydney and know SEQ member Andy Sqibb being a long time light house keeper reads with relish…
so the stories continue.

North Foreland Lighthouse
North Foreland Light house is located on the Kent Coast, UK, where many seamen have passed along the Cannel
headed for the Thames and London. The light house is situated between Margate and Broadstairs not far from
Kingsgate Castle, has a long and proud history.
Early history
There was probably some sort of a beacon at an earlier period
but the first distinct intimation concerning a lighthouse on the
North Foreland is in the year 1636 when Charles I by letterspatent granted to Sir John Meldrum licence to continue and
renew the lighthouses erected on the North and South
Forelands.
It seems that the lighthouse erected by Sir John consisted
merely of a house built with timber lath and plaster on the top
of which a light was kept in a large glass lantern for the
purpose of directing ships in their course. This house was
burnt down by accident in the year 1683 after which for some
years use was made of a sort of beacon on which a light was
hoisted. But near the end of the same century a strong octagonal structure of flint was erected on the top of which
was an iron grate quite open to the air in which a good fire of coals was kept blazing at night. In 1719 ownership of
both the North and South Foreland lights passed by will to the Trustees of Greenwich Hospital.
18th century
About the year 1732 the top of this lighthouse was
covered with a sort of lantern with large sash
windows and the fire was kept bright by bellows
with which the attendants blew throughout the
night. This contrivance is said to have been for
the purpose of saving coals but it would seem
more probable that it was in order to preserve the
fire from being extinguished by rain. However the
plan did not work well and great injury resulted to
navigation as many vessels were lost on the sands
from not seeing the light and so little was it
visible at sea that mariners asserted that they had
often in hazy weather seen the Foreland before
they could discover the light. They added that
before the lantern was placed there and when the
fire was kept in the open air the wind kept the fire
Kingsgate Castle
in a constant blaze which was seen in the air far
above the lighthouse. Complaints of this sort were so loud and frequent that the governors of Greenwich Hospital
sent Sir John Thomson to examine and make arrangements on the subject. He ordered the lantern to be taken away
and things to be restored to nearly their former state the light to continue burning all the night until daylight.
Towards the end of the 18th century the North Foreland Lighthouse underwent some considerable alterations and
repairs. In 1792, under the supervision of John Yenn (Surveyor to Greenwich Hospital), two stories of brick were
built on the original structure which raised it to the height of 100 feet including the lantern room at the top in which
the lights were kept. (To prevent accidents from fire the lantern room was
coated with copper as was also the gallery around it; this gallery used to be
1890
much frequented by the visitors to Margate on account of the extensive
views.) At the same time oil lamps were installed in the tower, together with
a new optical system designed by Thomas Rogers (who had previously
installed a similar system in the lower lighthouse at Portland): it consisted of
two rows of nine lamps and reflectors arranged in a convex curve, placed
behind a row of solid glass convex lenses which were incorporated within
the glazing around the lantern room.
19th century
In 1832 Trinity House purchased the North and South Foreland lighthouses
from Greenwich Hospital and two years later the lenses were removed. In
1860 under the supervision of engineer Henry Norris a new multi-wick oil
burner was installed together with a large (first-order) fixed catadioptric
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optic manufactured by Sautter & Co. of Paris, replacing the previous catoptric apparatus of 18 Argand lamps &
reflectors. At the same time the two keepers cottages added. These works coincided with the successful experiments
carried out in 1857–60 at the South Foreland lighthouse by Professor Frederick Hale Holmes with an alternating
current electric arc light which were the subject of a lecture by Michael Faraday at the Royal Institution.
In June 1860 a red sector was added to the light, which shone northwards ‘to enable vessels at night to keep to the
eastward of Margate Sand’. In 1880 the light characteristic was changed from fixed to occulting (being eclipsed for
five seconds every half minute). In 1884 the lighthouse was restored and improved the interior of the tower (which
had previously contained rooms on several storeys) was completely gutted and an inner circular brick wall was
constructed, which supported a new cantilevered stone staircase leading from ground level to the service room,
immediately below the lantern. In 1890 a new lantern room was added.
20th century
An improved incandescent oil lamp was installed in the tower in 1905. When the lamp was electrified in 1930 it was
given its current flashing characteristic.
During the Second World War a number of radar stations were set up by German forces in France and the
Netherlands to detect allied aircraft flying across the English Channel and a chain of top secret radar jamming
stations were set up by British scientists along the south east coast of Britain. An array of transmitters was set out
around the gallery of the lighthouse controlled by equipment in the lower lantern as part of this chain.
North Foreland lighthouse was the last
manned lighthouse in the UK but was
automated in a ceremony presided
over by the Duke of Edinburgh in
1998. Dermot Cronin and Tony
Homewood were the last Principal
Lighthouse Keepers that manned
North Foreland lighthouse.
Present day
The lighthouse remains operational
and is monitored and controlled by
Trinity House from its Planning
Centre at Harwich. The 1860 optic is
still in use with a modern light source
displaying
a
group-flashing
characteristic. Currently, the cottages
around the lighthouse can be rented as
holiday accommodation.

Remembering The Largest Naval Battle Fought Near Australia
This month (May) Australia remembers one of the most significant battles in our history, the Battle of the Coral Sea,
which ended the attempts by the Japanese to capture Port Moresby by a seaward invasion. Minister for Veterans’
Affairs Darren Chester said the Battle of the Coral Sea was a naval engagement between Australia and the United
States against the Japanese and was fought to the north-east of Australia from 4 to 8 May in 1942.
“With the intention of cutting off Australia’s supply lines from America, the Japanese dispatched an invasion fleet
from Rabaul, New Britain to take Port Moresby, Papua,” Mr Chester said. “In response, three Task Forces were
mobilised to stop the attack.”
Task Force 17 was built around USS Yorktown and included three heavy cruisers, six destroyers and one escorting
oil tanker. Task Force 11 comprised USS Lexington, two heavy cruisers and seven destroyers. Task Force 44
included HMAS Australia and HMAS Hobart.
“Ultimately the Task Forces halted the Japanese during their advance southwards in the Pacific in what was the
largest naval battle ever fought so close to Australia and was fought entirely by aircraft attacking ships,” Mr Chester
said.
“Although no Australians were killed during the Battle of Coral Sea, tragically more than 650 Americans died and
the United States aircraft carrier, USS Lexington, was sunk. “Those who fought during the Battle of the Coral Sea
will always be remembered and we should all take a moment to reflect on this significant battle, fought close to our
shores and action which ended the Japanese threat to Australia.”
On 15 August 2020 we mark the 75th anniversary of the end of the Second World War and Victory in the Pacific.
We will remember the almost one million men and women who served in this war, of which some 39,000 died
fighting to protect Australia.
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Crossing the Line
Early Crossing the Lines had a fairly serious purpose,
however: they were designed to test the novices in
the crew to see whether they could endure their first
cruise at sea. Ceremonies in the seventeenth century
were particularly rough. Today, Crossing the Line no
longer has such serious undertones, although some of
the novice/veteran dichotomy persists in the titles
given to those who have and have not been initiated
by the rite: those who have crossed the equator are
termed “shellbacks” often called “trusty shellbacks”)
and those who have not are called “pollywogs” (also
rendered “polliwog”). These “slimy” pollywogs (or
“wogs” for short) must endure the entire ceremony at
the hands of the shellbacks before being accepted
into their number; those who complete the ceremony
while also crossing the international dateline are
termed “golden shellbacks” because the international
dateline is known as the “realm of the golden
dragon.”
What does a crossing the line ceremony entail? Traditionally, the night before King Neptune (the most senior
shellback) sends a messenger informing the Captain that he intends to board the ship the following day, and
summoning a list of slimy wogs to appear before him. Today, many ships hold talent shows the night before, with
the understanding that the winners will be given an easier time the following day. Other ships hold push-up and situp competitions, likewise promising a gentler Crossing. This summons does not exclude anyone because of rank;
even Admirals must go through the ceremony if they are not yet shellbacks.
The actual ceremony revolves around the pretext of “preparing” the wogs for their audience before King Neptune.
This “preparation” involves any number of disgusting, dirty, deprecating, and/or difficult actions. This may include
walking the plank, crawling through garbage, eating coloured food, allowing the “Royal Doctor” to squirt foultasting liquids into one’s mouth, and kissing the “Royal Baby” (the fattest chief on board) on the belly. Boot
blacking of genitals and even to hair cutting. Absconders Beware - Don’t Fight It.
All sailors who distinguish themselves by crossing into the Antarctic Circle are honoured with initiation into the
chilly fraternity that is the Order of the Rednose. A time-honoured maritime custom,
the Order of the Rednose is dedicated to shipmates who cross the coordinates 66º
33’S, thus traveling into the Antarctic Circle for the first time.
The Order of the Rednose is, literally, the polar opposite of the Order of the Bluenose
which is meant for those crossing into the Arctic Circle. Once in the royal domain of
the Emperor Penguin, current members of the order initiate new members with a
lively ceremony known to include such events as an interrogation by King Neptune
and his court, kissing of the Royal Baby Belly, eating or kissing cold raw fish and
other tasks of questionable nature. Once through the gauntlet, each sailor can proudly
trumpet his new distinction as a member of the most frozen Rednose

The name - Figurehead
Nominal leader with no real power but large in the public eye. The word is taken
from the carved and ornamental figure which was carried at the stem of sailing
ships. Primarily for decoration, figureheads also expressed the belief that a ship
was a living thing and needed someone up front with eyes to see where it was
going; ships from the Mediterranean and China had eyes painted on each bow.
Symbolism too played a part and throughout the ages there have been an
assortment of fierce and fast animals of which lions were probably the most
common. About the time of the fast clipper ships it was felt that something more in
keeping with their slender lines was required and the bare-breasted lady became
fashionable.
She has probably remained the number one choice ever since and not least because
of a convenient superstition which has it that topless ladies calm stormy seas.

← From the Clipper Ship Thermopylae
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Did a ‘Loch Ness monster’ sink a German U-boat?
By Jenny Kane for The Scottish Daily Mail
German ship and its crew were discovered off Scottish coast in 1918
Ship’s captain claimed they had been attacked by a sea monster
Episode has since gone down in folklore as ‘Loch Ness monster attack’
Engineers now believe they have found the U-boat from the incident
According to official records, the
German U-boat was simply a
casualty of the First World War –
scuttled after her crew surrendered.
However, the legend of UB-85 tells a
different tale of a huge sea monster
with glistening teeth and large eyes.
Now, over a century after the boat
vanished beneath the waves, marine
engineers believe they may have
stumbled across the 148ft wreck off
Stranraer, Wigtownshire. Marine
engineers believe they have found the wreck of the UB-85 - a German U-boat which, legend has it, was attacked by
a Loch Ness monster-like sea creature. Marine engineers believe they have found the wreck of the UB-85 - a
German U-boat which, legend has it, was attacked by a Loch Ness monster-like sea creature
They made the discovery while preparing to lay cables under the Irish Sea in Scottish Power and National Grid’s
£1billion Western Link project. Innes McCartney, a historian and nautical archaeologist trying to identify the vessel,
believes the riddle of the sea monster could now be unravelled.
Dr McCartney said: ‘In the waters of the Irish Sea there are at least 12 British and German submarines known to
have sunk.’ The features of this wreck, largely intact, confirm it as a UBIII-class submarine, of which we know of
two lost in the area – the more famous UB-85 and its sister boat UB-82.’ He continued: ‘Unless a diver can find a
shipyard stamp, we cannot say definitively – but yes, we’re certainly closer to solving the so-called mystery of UB85 and the reason behind its sinking – whether mechanical failure or something that is less easily explained.’
Official reports from the time tell how the submarine was caught on the surface on April 30, 1918, by patrol boat
HMS Coreopsis. Official reports from the time tell how the U-boat was caught on the surface by HMS Coreopsis.
Official reports from the time tell how the U-boat was caught on the surface by HMS Coreopsis
The Germans surrendered without resistance, much to the surprise of the British, who then sank UB-85. But rumours
quickly surfaced of a sea creature terrorising the German crew. According to folklore, when the commanding officer
was questioned why he had been cruising on the surface he revealed an astonishing encounter with a creature from
the deep.
Captain lieutenant Günther Krech told how the U-boat had been recharging batteries at night when the beast
emerged from the sea. It is claimed he described a creature with ‘large eyes, set in a horny sort of skull’ and ‘teeth
seen glistening in the moonlight’. Startled, his men began firing at the monster which refused to let go of the forward
gun mount. As the vessel began to list, the captain ordered his men to continue the attack until the monster finally
slipped back under the water.
Shaken but unharmed, the crew quickly realised the boat was badly damaged and unable to submerge. The captain is
said to have told the British: ‘That is why you were able to catch us on the surface.’
Gary Campbell, keeper of the Loch Ness Monster official sightings register, believes there could be some truth in
the incredible tale. ‘The WWI report from the captain of the British ship HMS Hilary a year earlier makes it clear
that seafarers were well aware of large sea “monsters” that could harm their ships.’
Scottish Power’s Peter Roper said: ‘The images from the subsea scans are incredibly detailed, but we need to be
aware of what lies beneath. In all the years I have been building power lines, this is the most extraordinary
discovery.’
SM UB-85 was built by AG Weser of Bremen and following just under a year of construction, launched at Bremen
on 26 October 1917, and was commissioned later that same year. Like all Type UB III submarines, UB-85 carried
10 torpedoes and was armed with a 8.8cm (3.46 in) deck gun. UB-85 would carry a crew of up to 3 officers and 31
men and had a cruising range of 8,180 nautical miles (15,150 km; 9,410 mi). UB-85 had a displacement of 516 t.
Her engines enabled her to travel at 13.4 knots (24.8 km/h) when surfaced and 7.5 knots (13.9 km/h) when
submerged.

**************
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I thought I would surprise my girlfriend on her
Birthday.

An old blacksmith realised he
was soon going to quit working so
hard. He picked out a strong young
man to become his apprentice. The
old fellow was crabby and exacting.
“Don’t ask me a lot of questions,” he
told the boy. “Just do whatever I tell
you to do.”

Her: “What are you doing? And
why are you shirtless and why are
you covered in Baby Oil ?”
Me: “Well you know how you
always tell me I never Glisten?”

One day the old blacksmith took an iron out of the
forge and laid it on the anvil. “Get the hammer over
there,” he said. “When I nod my head, hit it real good
and hard.” Now the town is looking for a new blacksmith.

Her: “Listen you idiot I said
LISTEN!”

A man met a beautiful lady and he decided he
wanted to marry her right away. She said, “But we
don’t know anything about each other.” He said,
“That’s all right, we’ll learn about each other as we go
along.” So she consented, and they were married, and
went on a honeymoon to a very nice resort.

The man told his doctor that he wasn’t able to do
all the things around the house that he used to do. The
doctor started a long and thorough examination, but
finally found nothing wrong with the man. When the
examination was complete, he said, “Now, Doc, I can
take it. Tell me in plain English what is wrong with
me.” “Well, in plain English,” the doctor replied,
“Nothing. You’re just lazy.” Okay, said the man. “Now
give me the medical term so I can tell my wife.”

So one morning they were lying by the pool, when he
got up off of his towel, climbed up to the 10 Meter
board and did a two and a half-tuck gainer, this was
followed by a three rotations in jackknife position,
where he straightened out and cut the water like a knife.
After a few more demonstrations, he came back and lay
down on the towel.
She said, “That was incredible!” He said, “I used to be
an Olympic diving champion. You see, I told you we’d
learn more about each other as we went along.” So she
got up, jumped in the pool, and started doing laps. After
about thirty laps she climbed back out and lay down on
her towel hardly out of breath.

SEQ SLOP CHEST
Metal MN Lapel Badges
$8 00 each
Metal Vindicatrix Lapel Badges
$5.00 each
MN Blazer Badges
$22.00 each
MN Blazer Badges
$15.00 each
MN Cap Badge
$17.00 each
Club Shirt (to order)
$50.00 each
Club Caps, now available
$20.00 each
Note:- Shirts and Caps subsidised by the Association
MN Poppy Badge
$20.00 each

He said, “That was incredible! Were you an Olympic
endurance swimmer?” “No,” she said. “I was a
prostitute in Venice and I worked both sides of the
Grand Canal.”
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Brian Hunt on 07 5513 0178
Preferably Email at:- brian.hunt8@bigpond.com
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